INTERNATIONAL

TRIO SERIES

FOR

PIANO VIOLIN and CELLO

arranged by

LADISLAS KUN

DARK EYES (Black Eyes) (Russian Folk Song),
Traditional ............................................. .75

FRASQUITA SERENADE (My Little Nest of
Heavenly Blue)—Franz Lehár ...................... NET .75

GLOW-WORM (Idyl)—Paul Lincke ................ NET 1.00

SONG OF THE ISLANDS (Hawaiian Song)
Chas. E. King ........................................ NET .75

TWO GUITARS (Popular Russian Song), Traditional.. .75

TRIO ALBUM (26 Miscellaneous Pieces arranged in
the First Position by Geo. Rosey) ............... 2.00
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FAVORITE CONCERT COMPOSITIONS
FOR VIOLIN & PIANO

BERCEUSE ................. A. De Grassi .50
DARK EYES (Black Eyes) Russian Folk Song (Traditional) Arr. by L. Kun .50
EXTASE (Valse Lente) .... O. Musin .75
GLOW WORM (Idyl) ........ P. Lincke .75
MARCHEN (Fairy Tale) ... G. M. Denniston .60
MAZURKA de BRAVOURE No. 2 O. Musin
POETIC SOUVENIR ........ Fibich-Musin .60
SONG OF THE ISLANDS .... Chas. E. King .50
SLUMBER SONG ............ R. F. Weitzel .60
SPRING BEAUTIFUL SPRING (Waltzes) P. Lincke 1.00
THE NIGHTINGALE (Le Rossignol) O. Musin .75
TONE POEM ................. C. Kilworth .60
TWO GUITARS (Popular Russian Song) Traditional Arr. by L. Kun .50

Edward B. Marks Music Co
225 W. 46 St. New York